FEATURES:
• Zero drop
• Modular design
• Optional load cell
• Feeds part size of .25” - 1” Diameter
• Standard or custom tooling
• Removable polypropylene brush
• Engineered replaceable tooling sets
• Stainless steel or UHMW wear surfaces
• Wrenchless interchangeable & adjustable tooling

BENEFITS:
• Cleans parts
• Simple cleaning & replacement
• Accommodates large families of parts
• Resistant to wear and prolonged tooling life
• Simple changeovers which minimizes downtime
• Eliminates breakage which provides greater yield
Dyna-Slide Linear Part Feeder

**F1436 Feeder Features:**
- UHMW side walls
- Gentle handling hopper
- Compact modular 14” x 36” platform (355.6mm x 914.4 mm)
- Adjustable and portable base
- Engineered replaceable tooling
- Removable polypropylene brush
- Stainless steel, tool steel or UHMW wear surfaces
- Wrenchless interchangeable & adjustable tooling.
- Feed rates 0 to 320 IPM (0 to 6096 MMP)
- Handles .375” to 2.5” Dia. or Width x .375” to 8” Length Parts
- (9.525mm to 89mm Dia. or Width x 9.525mm to 203.2mm L Parts)
- Easily integrated with hoppers, discharge conveyors

**HORIZONTAL FEEDER BENEFITS:**
- Quiet < 65 dba
- Gentle handling, zero drop, non marking surfaces
- Integrated portable machine based as standard
- Run whole families of parts with minimum set-up time
- Simple changeovers
- Endures wet, harsh environments
- Simple cleaning and replacement
- Available tooling for square and near square parts